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Abstract
We formalize a particular class of problems called survival multiarmed bandits (S-MAB), which
constitutes a modified version of budgeted multiarmed bandits (B-MAB) where a true risk of ruin
must be considered, bringing it closer to risk-averse multiarmed bandits (RA-MAB). In a S-MAB,
pulling an arm can result in both positive and negative rewards. The agent has an initial budget
that evolves in time with the received rewards. The goal is finding a good exploration-exploitationsafety trade-off, maximizing rewards while minimizing the probability of getting ruined (i.e. hitting a negative budget). Such simple and until now neglected modification in the MAB statement
changes the way to approach the problem, asking for adapted algorithms and specific analytical
tools, and also make it more likely related to some important real-world applications. We are interested in the following open problems which stem from such new MAB definition: (a) how can
the regret be meaningfully defined in formal terms for a S-MAB given its multiobjective optimization nature? (b) can a S-MAB be reduced to a RA-MAB or a B-MAB, transferring their theoretical
guarantees? (c) what kind of method or strategy must an agent follow to optimally solve a S-MAB?
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1. Introduction
Multiarmed Bandits (MAB) constitute a framework to model online sequential decision-making
while facing the exploration-exploitation dilemma. A MAB is typically represented by an agent interacting with a process by choosing some action i to perform among k possible actions (or “arms”),
then receiving a corresponding reward r. Because the complete information about the reward functions is not available, the agent must estimate their parameters by sampling them (i.e. by pulling
the arms and observing the received rewards). Solving a MAB means maximizing the expected
rewards to be received by the agent over time, finding the best trade-off between exploration (sampling arms) and exploitation (pulling the estimated best arm). Different methods and guarantees
have been proposed in the literature depending on the available information and on the assumptions
made about the reward functions (Bubeck et al., 2011). However, most of the existing bandit-related
research ignores any notion of cost and the possible finitude of the resources for pulling arms.
In this paper we are interested in a class of problems that we call survival multiarmed bandits
(S-MAB), which constitutes a version of MAB where a true risk of ruin must be considered. In a SMAB, an initial budget b0 evolves in time following the received rewards, so as bt+1 = bt + rt . The
returned reward can just as well be positive as negative, and affects the budget, which corresponds
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to the agent’s “capital” or “fortune”. Therefore, solving a S-MAB means estimating the best arm,
maximizing the budget over time, but managing the costs of exploratory actions to avoid ruin. To
do it, the agent must consider the uncertainty on the expected rewards, which can be a consequence
of both high distribution variances and low confidence on the estimations.
If we see the budget as an essential variable, e.g. like an “energy level”, a S-MAB becomes a
survival problem, and can be associated to the cybernetic notion of homeostasis: the agent wants
to learn the optimal action but remaining alive, i.e. preserving a positive budget during all its
lifetime. The MAB problem defined as a S-MAB becomes more closely related to some general
real-world problems: while trading-off between exploration and exploitation, trying to maximize
their winnings, gamblers in a casino have some money and must avoid ruin, investors in the stock
market have a bankroll and must avoid bankruptcy, organisms in the nature have essential variables,
inherent to their structure, and must avoid death. The exploration-exploitation dilemma becomes
more complex when such risk of ruin is taken into account.

2. Survival MAB
Considering a stochastic approach, a S-MAB can be formally defined as M = {I, F, b0 }, where
I = {1, ..., k} is the set of possible actions, F = {f1 , ..., fk } is the set of reward distribution
functions, and {b0 ∈ R | b0 ≥ 0} is the initial budget. The process evolves discretely over time.
Each observation of a given arm is independent and identically distributed. Let at = i be the action
chosen (the arm pulled) and rt be the immediate reward received at time t (drawn from fi ). A
stationary reward distribution function fi ∈ F defines the probability of having reward rt ∈ R after
pulling arm i at time t, i.e. {rt ∼ fiP
| at = i}. Received rewards impact the budget, increasing or
decreasing it in the form bh = b0 + ht=1 rt , where bh is the budget in time h, and rt is the reward
received in time t.
In a S-MAB, the reward support D = [rmin , rmax ] is given, where {rmin < 0 < rmax }.
At least one arm presents a negative mean reward and at least one presents a positive mean, i.e.
{∃i, j ∈ I | µi < 0 < µj }. In such scenario, depending on the initial budget, on the arms’
parameters, and on the chosen strategy, and supposing an infinite time-horizon (h → ∞), the agent
can either increase the probability of running the process indefinitely, becoming infinitely rich (i.e.
τ → ∞, bτ → ∞), or inversely, can increase the probability of ruin, until eventually getting broke
(i.e. τ < ∞, bτ < 0), with τ the time where the agent is ruined.
Classically, solving a MAB means finding a policy that can minimize the reward regret λ (i.e.
the cumulated difference between the rewards expected by following the given strategy and the rewards that could be obtained by always pulling the arm with highest true mean reward, which is unknown to the agent) (Auer et al., 2002). Considering a given
h (which can be infinite),
Ph time-horizon
∗ − µ ], where µ∗ = max
the theoretical cumulative regret is defined as λh =
[µ
at
i∈I [µi ].
t=1
However, in a S-MAB, the single reward regret minimization is not sufficient for evaluating the
quality of an algorithm; strategies with very small regret can lead frequently to ruin. In fact, reducing the probability of ruin may imply an increasing regret, especially when considering a finite
time-horizon. Thus, some other criterion must be also taken into account for optimizing survival.
From a theoretical point of view, solving a S-MAB can be defined as the problem of finding an
optimal sequence of actions A∗h = {a1 , ..., ah } that minimize both the expected reward regret and
the probability of being ruined, which can be formally stated as a multiobjective optimization:
A∗h = arg minAh [λh , Ph† ], where λh is the theoretical cumulative regret expected on the (poten2
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tially infinite) time-horizon h and Ph† is the probability of being ruined before the time-horizon h,
while executing the sequence of actions Ah . Note that, such kind of optimization produces a Paretooptimal frontier. This issue gives raise to our first question: (a) how can the regret be meaningfully
defined in formal terms for a S-MAB given its multiobjective optimization nature?

3. Related Works: Budget and Risk
In the budgeted multiarmed bandit (B-MAB) setting, the player receives a reward but needs to
pay a cost after pulling an arm. There are two independent functions associated to each action:
cost and reward. The costs of pulling arms are taken from a given initial budget which limits the
time-horizon of the process. No more arms can be pulled after running out of budget. When the
budget is over, the game is over. The optimal arm can vary on time depending on the remaining
budget. The agent needs to explore and estimate not only the reward function of an arm but also its
cost function. Key results and algorithms developed for B-MAB are (Xia et al., 2017; Ding et al.,
2013). In such references, the common strategy for evaluating arms considering these two different
functions (rewards fi and costs ci ) is based on a coefficient (called density or reward-to-cost ratio)
which divides the expected reward µ̂ri of arm i by its expected cost µ̂ci , i.e. ŵi,t = µˆr i/µˆc i .
In a similar setting called bandits with knapsacks, each arm is associated to d different costs
that stochastically consume d different budgets (Badanidiyuru et al., 2018). Other variations of the
budgeted problem considering specific scenarios can be found in (Zhou and Tomlin, 2018; Koren
et al., 2017; Agrawal et al., 2016). Another version of the budgeted problem called “best arm
identification” (Audibert et al., 2010) considers that pulling an arm has a cost but the budget is only
imposed on a preliminary exploration phase. The subsequent exploitation phase is not associated
with costs nor constrained by budgets, which constitutes a “pure exploration” problem.
Alternatively, in the risk-averse multiarmed bandit (RA-MAB) setting, the agent must take
into account the expected variability on the expected rewards in order to identify (and avoid) less
predictable (then considered risky) actions, but without worrying about ruin since no notion of
budget is considered. The notion of “safety” is then understood as “stability” or “predictability” of
the rewards. In this sense, the risk-reward trade-off can be tackled by using some mean-variance
metric like ŵi,t = µ̂i − %σ̂i2 , where {% ∈ R | 0 < % < ∞} represents the risk aversion, µ̂i is the
estimated mean reward of arm i, and σ̂i2 is its estimated variance (Sani et al., 2012; Vakili and Zhao,
2016). Another criterion for evaluating the riskiness of an arm is its conditional value at risk, based
on the quantiles (or lower-tails) of the reward distribution. In such proposition, the utility of an
arm i is not based on its estimated mean reward, but on Φi (α), its estimated cumulative distribution
function, where {α ∈ R | 0 ≤ α ≤ 1} represents the risk tolerance, and indicates the reference
quantile (Galichet et al., 2013; Maillard, 2013; Cassel et al., 2018). In another variation of the
problem called conservative bandits (Wu et al., 2016), the agent also have a budget determined by
the obtained rewards, but the constraint is also related to the regret. The agent must minimize regret
in the long-term, but such regret must not exceed some relative amount. The idea is to limit wild
exploration by defining the notion of immediate acceptable loss.
What makes S-MAB different of B-MAB is that the same single reward function impacts the
budget and defines the objective (cumulated reward maximization). There is no separated cost
function, and for such reason, there is no cost-reward ratio. Inverselly, RA-MAB does not consider
any notion of budget. The risk is understood as unpredictability, whereas in S-MAB the risk is the
ruin. Such differences motivate the last two questions: (b) can a S-MAB be reduced to a RA-MAB or
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a B-MAB, transferring their theoretical guarantees? and finally (c) what kind of method or strategy
must an agent follow to optimally solve a S-MAB?
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